Comparison in man of short latency averaged evoked potentials recorded in thalamic and scalp hand zones of representation.
Recordings were performed in the thalamus of 13 patients suffering from either abnormal movements or intractable pain, with the aim of delimiting the region to be destroyed or stimulated in order to diminish the syndrome. In 11 of these patients averaged evoked potentials were recorded simultaneously from the scalp and specific thalamus (VP) hand area levels following median nerve stimulation. These recordings were done during the operation or afterwards when an electrode was left in place for a program of stimulation. The latencies of onsets and peaks on the scalp 'P15' were compared with those of the VP wave; a clear correspondence was found. Moreover, when increased stimulation was used, both waves began to develop in parallel. Thus in the contralateral 'P15' a component exists due to the field produced by the thalamic response. To explain the presence of an ipsilateral scalp 'P15' wave, we propose that a second wave having the same latency and a slightly shorter peak exists on the scalp due to a field produced by a brain-stem response. This double origin of 'P15' is also shown by the different changes which the ipsilateral and contralateral waves present during changes in alertness. The scalp 'N18-N20' is also composed of at least 2 components. The first peak appears on the scalp with a latency shorter than that of the negativity which develops in the thalamus. The N wave, moreover, increases in latency with rapid stimulus repetition. We propose with others that 'N18' is a cortical event reflecting the arrival of the thalamo-cortical volley. The second component, 'N20,' has a peak latency closely correlated to that of the thalamic negativity. This component was present alone in 'N' when rapid stimulation (greater than 4/sec) was used, which did not change the thalamic response. It must be a field produced by the thalamic negativity.